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Hierarchical Pitman–Yor–Dirichlet Language Model
Jen-Tzung Chien, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Probabilistic models are often viewed as insuffi-
ciently expressive because of strong limitation and assumption
on the probabilistic distribution and the fixed model complexity.
Bayesian nonparametric learning pursues an expressive prob-
abilistic representation based on the nonparametric prior and
posterior distributions with less assumption-laden approach to in-
ference. This paper presents a hierarchical Pitman-Yor-Dirichlet
(HPYD) process as the nonparametric priors to infer the predic-
tive probabilities of the smoothed -grams with the integrated
topic information. A metaphor of hierarchical Chinese restau-
rant process is proposed to infer the HPYD language model
(HPYD-LM) via Gibbs sampling. This process is equivalent to
implement the hierarchical Dirichlet process-latent Dirichlet
allocation (HDP-LDA) with the twisted hierarchical Pitman-Yor
LM (HPY-LM) as base measures. Accordingly, we produce the
power-law distributions and extract the semantic topics to reflect
the properties of natural language in the estimated HPYD-LM.
The superiority of HPYD-LM to HPY-LM and other language
models is demonstrated by the experiments on model perplexity
and speech recognition.
Index Terms—Bayesian nonparametrics, language model,

speech recognition, topic model, unsupervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE past decade, machine learning has been recognized
as a core technology and a research trend in the areas of

speech and language processing. The unsupervised machine
learning aims to find the underlying latent features and structure
from the observed speech signals and word sequences. The
conventional parametric model involves a fixed representation.
The nonparametric model, on the other hand, allows to grow
the representation structurally as more data are observed. The
combinatorial stochastic processes are designed to relax the
limitation of finite parameterizations and provide the flexibility
to define probability distributions on spaces of probability
distributions. Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) learning is de-
veloped to learn the nonparametric representation by using
the priors given by stochastic processes rather than parametric
distributions. BNP learning involves the combinatorics of sums
and products over prior and posterior stochastic processes.
Model structure is automatically determined from the observed
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data. In the literature, BNP methods based on the hierarchical
Dirichlet process (HDP) [1] and the hierarchical Pitman-Yor
(HPY) process [2] have been proposed for document modeling
and language modeling, respectively. This paper highlights on
the BNP learning of the predictive -gram probabilities which
integrates lower-order probability measures under a variety of
latent topics.
As we know, statistical languagemodel (LM) of a word

sequence based on -gram is seen as
an unsupervised learning problem where the predictive prob-
ability of next word is based on a history or a con-
textual word sequence consisting of previously observed
words . The simplest
way to find this LM is to assume a multinomial distribution for
a -gram and estimate the distribution from a
training corpus by using maximum likelihood (ML) method

(1)

where , denotes the vocabulary, and
denotes the number of occurrences in training data that word
appears after context . The “ ” evokes a free variable that

is summed over. In general, ML -gram model is easily over-
trained and usually suffers from the inadequacies of training
data and long-distance information, which constrain its predic-
tion capability [3], [4]. To deal with the issue of data sparseness,
it is popular to conduct the interpolation smoothing by com-
bining higher-order -gram models with lower-order -gram
models. The Kneser-Ney (KN) LM (KN-LM) [5] was proposed
by doing

(2)

where denotes the discounting parameter,
represents the backoff context of , and

denotes the number of unique words ap-
pearing after that have one or more counts. In [6], the mod-
ified KN-LM (MKN-LM) performed the adaptive discounting
through

(3)

where the discount parameter is different for those
-grams with zero ( ), one ( ),

two ( ), and three or more counts
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( ). These smoothing methods adopt the
empirically-determined parameters .
To compensate the inadequacy of long-distance information

due to -gram window size, the recurrent neural network
(RNN) language model [7] was developed by recurrently
augmenting the hidden neurons into input features for each
word at location . A kind of cache memory [8] is incor-
porated into a probabilistic neural network LM (NN-LM) [9].
Alternatively, we may extract long-distance information by
finding the long-term semantic dependencies and combine it
with the short-term statistics within -gram window. Latent
topics could be extracted from latent semantic analysis and
merged in construction of LSA-LM [10]. More attractively, the
integration or marginalization over various topics or mixture
components could be done either based on the probabilistic
LSA (PLSA) [11] or the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
[12]–[14] through a parametric topic mixture model. Recently,
a cache Dirichlet class LM (cDC-LM) [15] was proposed by
recurrently accumulating the cache statistics and continuously
integrating the class information corresponding to a history
. The cDC-LM was shown to be superior to PLSA-LM and

LDA-LM by twofold reasons. The first one is the incorporation
of cache information and the second one is the calculation of
predictive probability for each class where the topic mixture
probability, represented by Dirichlet prior, was marginalized
out [15]. Different from the class-based LM [16] based on
hard clustering, PLSA-LM, LDA-LM, and cDCLM perform
the soft clustering over classes or topics. However, a key issue
in these topic mixture -gram models is to decide the number
of topics or select the best model complexity. Prediction
performance is limited by using the parametric model with the
fixed-dimensional representation.
In general, the interpolated smoothing and the discounting

scheme in KN-LM and MKN-LM are heuristically devel-
oped. The topic mixture models in PLSA-LM, LDA-LM, and
cDCLM are constrained by imposing the fixed-dimensional
model assumption. The goal of this study is to find the BNP
solution to language model where the issues of interpolated
smoothing, adaptive discounting, and unbounded model size
are simultaneously tackled through a nonparametric approach.
In particular, we propose the hierarchical Pitman-Yor-Dirichlet
(HPYD) process [17] as the stochastic prior to produce
the predictive -gram probabilities which marginalize out
the prior measures of backoff contexts and semantic topics
through a tightly-coupled HPY compound HDP. The resulting
HPYD-LM holds the properties of power-law distribution [18],
adaptive discounting, and semantic topics which are helpful to
represent natural language. The proposed HPYD-LM allows
the model growing structurally from the increasingly observed
data. A kind of HDP mixture or topic model [1], [19] given by
the base measures of topic-dependent HPY-LM [2] is imple-
mented. We present a new metaphor of hierarchical Chinese
restaurant process to infer the predictive -gram probabilities
from HPYD prior process according to Gibbs sampling proce-
dure. A series of experiments are reported to evaluate different
properties in the estimated -gram LM.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we

survey the Bayesian nonparametrics based on HDP and HPY.

Section III addresses the HPYD process and the resulting pre-
dictive -gram language model. The scenario of hierarchical
Chinese restaurant process and the inference algorithm of
HPYD-LM are described. Next, Section IV investigates the ef-
fects of topic information, power-law distribution and adaptive
discount in the estimated HPYD-LM and compares different
methods in terms of perplexity and word error rate. Finally, the
conclusions drawn from this study are provided in Section V.

II. BAYESIAN NONPARAMETRIC LEARNING

We survey different Bayesian nonparametrics which are es-
sential for flexible representation of natural language.

A. Dirichlet Process

Dirichlet process (DP) plays a crucial role in BNP learning.
An DP for a random probability measure is expressed by

. For any finite measurable partition ,
a finite-dimensional Dirichlet distribution

(4)

or is produced from with two parameters, a
concentration parameter and a base measure which
is seen as the mean of draws from DP. The probability measure
of DP is established by

(5)

Here, is a unit mass at the point which is drawn from
. The weights are determined by the stick-

breaking process which produces the so-called GEM distribu-
tion [20]. Let denote the multino-
mial parameters drawn from for individual observed words

under some distribution function, i.e. and
for each . According to the metaphor of Chi-

nese restaurant process (CRP), the conditional distribution of
current parameter given the previous parameters
is obtained by

(6)

Here, denote the distinct values taken from the pre-
vious parameters and is the number of cus-
tomers or parameters who have seated at table . It turns
out that the th customer sits at the table with probability
proportional to the number of customers who have already
seated there (in this case we set ), and sits at a new
table with probability proportional to (in this case, we incre-
ment , draw , and set ). The parameters
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation for (a) DP mixture model, (b) HDP mixture
model, and (c) HPY language model.

are conditionally independent given and are hence
exchangeable. The DP mixture model is obtained by

(7)

where the mixture component or latent topic is drawn from
topic proportions which are determined by the strength pa-
rameter . Fig. 1(a) displays the graphical representation of an
DP mixture model which is feasible to find infinite representa-
tion for density estimation and clustering.

B. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
In order to share the “strength” across multiple documents

or data groupings, the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [1]
was proposed to model the dependence among groups through
sharing the same set of discrete parameters. HDP deals with the
representation of grouped data where each group is associated
with a mixture model. Data in different groups share a global
mixture model. In HDP, each document or data grouping is
associated with a draw from an DP , which determines how
much a member from a shared set of mixture components con-
tributes to that data grouping. The base measure of is it-
self drawn from a global DP which ensures that there is a
single set of discrete components shared across data. Each DP

governs the generation of words or their parameters
for a document . The strength parameter determines

the topic proportions in a document . The probability measures
from multiple documents based on an HDP are expressed as

for each (8)

where and denote the strength parameter and the base mea-
sure of global DP , respectively. HDP can be realized from
the perspectives of the stick-breaking construction and the Chi-
nese restaurant franchise [1]. In general, the global measure
and the individual measure in HDP can be expressed by the

mixture models with the shared atoms but different
weights and as given by

(9)

The atom is drawn from base measure and the topic pro-
portions are drawn from the stick-breaking process with

. Note that the topic proportions are sampled from
the independent DP given because the ’s are indepen-
dent given . We obtain . The HDP mixture
model, shown in Fig. 1(b), is accordingly established through
the stick-breaking representation based on an GEM distribution

(10)

or directly obtained from Eq. (8) as follows

(11)

Basically, HDP is developed to represent a bag of words from a
set of documents through the nonparametric priors and
where the word sequence for -gram LM is not considered.

C. Hierarchical Pitman-Yor Process
Hierarchical Pitman-Yor (HPY) process was developed to es-

timate the predictive -gram LM [2] which was successfully
applied for continuous speech recognition [21], [17]. In HPY
process, the PY process [22] is expressed as a
three-parameter distribution over distributions where
is a discount parameter. When , PY process reverts

to . PY process is seen as a generalization of DP.
The base measure is usually set to be uniform
for all words in a vocabulary . The parameters and
control the degree of variability around in different ways.
Basically, controls the asymptotic growth of the number of
unique words while controls the overall number of unique
words [2]. Similar to the extension from DP to HDP for random
measures from individual document to multiple documents, PY
process is extended to HPY process which is developed to inte-
grate higher-order -grams with lower-order -grams.
Let represent the vector of word prob-

ability estimates for unigrams with empty context . An PY
process prior for unigram probabilities is expressed by

where is a global mean vector in a form of
uniform distribution . This PY process is used
to calculate the predictive unigram of a word according to
the metaphor of CRP. In this metaphor, the customers or word
tokens enter the restaurant and sit at either an occupied table
with probability proportional to the number of customers who
have already seated there with a discount , i.e. , or a
new table with the probability proportional to where
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is the current number of occupied tables. Each
table is labeled by a word initialized by the first customer sit-
ting on it. The next customer can only sit on those tables with
the same label . Notation means the number of tables with
label . Those customers corresponding to the same word
label can sit at different tables. Total number of customers is
expressed by . Given the table arrangement of all
customers and the parameters and , the predictive uni-
gram probability of a new word is given by

(12)

where is 1 if corresponds to and 0 for others. Com-
pared to the DP in Eq. (6), PY process has an additional discount
parameter which is used to adjust the power-law distribution
of unigrams to reflect the characteristics of natural language. If
we set , PY process is reduced to an DP which produces
the Dirichlet distribution for the unigram based on
the hierarchical Dirichlet LM [23].
Next, we extend the BNP learning from unigrams to -grams

based on the HPY process. -gram is defined as a probability
measure over the current word given a history context

. Let denote the vector of
-grams of all vocabulary words given a history context .

The HPY process is expressed by a recursive formula where
the PY process is formed with a nested base measure
of backoff context , which is also an PY process given by
a base measure of doubly backoff context in a much
lower-order model

(13)

The parameters and depend on the length of context
. This is repeated until we reach to

for unigram model with empty context . We can see that
the solutions to KN-LM in Eq. (2), MKN-LM in Eq. (3), and
HPY-LM in Eqs. (12)(13) are comparable. All three solutions
are equipped with discounting scheme. Only HPY-LM has the
adaptive discount given in the numerator of the first
term in right-hand-side of Eq. (12). This discount is adjustable
for different words . In addition, only HPY-LM has the
additional parameter for tuning power-law distribution of
-grams. HPY-LM can be interpreted as an Bayesian extension

of KN-LM and MKN-LM. Fig. 1(c) displays the graphical
representation of HPY-LM which performs BNP inference of
LM parameter in a hierarchical fashion.

III. HIERARCHICAL PITMAN-YOR-DIRICHLET
LANGUAGE MODEL

HPY-LM is produced by HPY process which conducts the hi-
erarchical and recursive Bayesian combination of a higher-order
-gram from the likelihood measure and a lower-order -gram

from the prior base measure. The combination weights come

from an PY process mixture model. The predictive -gram from
is inferred by marginalizing out the prior measure of backoff

context . The distribution of -grams is controlled by the
discount parameter and strength parameter where
increases the flexibility over the distribution tail. The power-law
distribution is shaped with long tails in the inferred -gram
probabilities. This property means that many unique words are
observed andmost of them rarely. The rich-gets-richer behavior
meets the physical meaning of natural language. PY process was
shown to be more fitted as a prior than the DP for applications
in natural language processing [18].

A. Motivations
In this study, the predictive -grams are not only marginal-

ized over prior process of backoff contexts but also that of
semantic topics. The HPY process compound HDP is proposed
to produce an integrated LM which deals with the issues of
insufficient training data and long-distance information through
BNP learning.We present the hierarchical Pitman-Yor-Dirichlet
(HPYD) process and infer the HPYD-LM according to the
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm via Gibbs
sampling. HPYD-LM assumes that the predictive -grams
are constructed from a nonparametric topic mixture model.
Different from the parametric topic mixture model

(14)

we combine a prior process for topic-dependent smoothed
-gram, which is an PY process, and a prior process for

topic mixture model, which is an DP, to construct the HPYD
process for generation of HPYD-LM. The number of topics

is unbounded and is automatically learnt from the collected
data. HPYD-LM is different from the Bayesian class-based
LM in [24] where two HPY processes were established to
sample the topic mixture probability and the
topic-dependent -gram probability under
a fixed number of classes . In [24], many-to-many map-
ping between words and classes in conversational speech was
characterized. In [25], a doubly HPY-LM was proposed for
task or domain adaptation. A shared LM was adapted to each
domain which was represented by an individual HPY-LM.
In [26], a nested HPY-LM was proposed and combined with
a dynamic programming scheme for word segmentation. In
general, the HPY-LMs in [2], [21], [25], [26] did not consider
topic information. In [27], an PY process based topic model
was constructed but only applied for document modeling. In
[28], HPY process was combined with a topic model for phrase
discovering where the parametric LDA model was adopted. In
[29], a hierarchical Bayesian LM was proposed to build the
smoothed -gram model under parametric assumption using
Dirichlet distribution. In [30], the topic-adapted HPY-LM
(TA-HPY-LM) was developed by modifying the supervised
adaptation based on HPY-LM [25] using the unsupervised
adaptation where the number of topics was fixed and only a
single topic was drawn to produce the topic-adapted LM for
word prediction. The mixing mechanism over different topics
was not considered. This paper presents an HPYD process
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which is an BNP solution to the topic mixture LM through
integrating the prior processes of backoff knowledge and topic
information. Different from the perspective of LM adapta-
tion in TA-HPY-LM [30], we develop a soft-clustering topic
-gram model with the scalable size of mixture components.

In general, TA-HPY-LM can be seen as a simplified version
of HPYD-LM with a simple HPY-LM as the base measure
without considering the integration of different topic-adapted
LMs via an DP.

B. Hierarchical Pitman-Yor-Dirichlet Process

HPYD process is constructed as follows. Starting from the
uniform seed measure for all words , we
draw a word measure from a global topic by .
The distribution of topic-dependent unigrams with empty
context and topic assignment is sampled by an PY process

where acts as a prior base measure.
Next, serves as a base measure for an DP to draw a
distribution of unigrams . Using as
a prior measure, we draw the distribution of topic-dependent
bigrams by using PY process .
This measure again acts as a prior basis for an DP to draw
the distribution of bigrams .
Using bigram measure as a prior basis, the distribu-
tion of topic-dependent trigrams is drawn by an PY process

. Having the prior mea-
sure , the distribution of trigram probabilities
is drawn by . There-
fore, HPYD process is recursively realized by sampling the
distribution of topic-dependent -grams
from and then that of -grams from

by

(15)

for different , where and denote
the discount and strength parameters of PY process, respec-
tively, and denote the strength parameters of DP.
In Eq. (15), the probability measures in are con-

ditionally independent given the base measures while
those in are conditionally independent given the base
measures . The probability measures of ( )-grams

serve as the prior base measures for the PY process of
topic-dependent -grams . The probability measures
of -grams are generated from an DP based on the
base measure of topic-dependent -grams . A recur-
sive chain of PY process and DP is formed by

(16)

Fig. 2. Graphical representation for HPYD language model from unigram, bi-
gram to -gram.

where the corresponding predictive probability in each base
measure is displayed in brackets.
Fig. 2 displays the graphical representation of the pro-

posed HPYD-LM from unigrams, bigrams to -grams.
Here, denote the parameters of unigram,
bigram to -gram drawn from the probability measures

, respectively. These parame-
ters have integrated the prior processes from lower-order
backoff information and large-span semantic topics. The
topic-dependent -grams and the inte-
grated -grams , drawn from HPYD process,
follow the power-law property. Note that the strength param-
eters and and the discount parameter

in HPYD-LM depend on the length of -gram
context . In Eq. (16), the latent topic of the first
base measure for topic-dependent unigrams is obtained
and infinitely extended via drawing the tables and menus in
the new Chinese restaurant process which is detailed in what
follows.

C. A New Hierarchical Chinese Restaurant Process

Fig. 3 shows a new hierarchical Chinese restaurant process
(HCRP) for implementation of HPYD process and inference of
HPYD-LM. Imagine that there are Chinese restaurants serving
customers with infinite tables, infinite menus, and infinite
dishes. For each restaurant with context (shown in the middle
part of the figure and shaded by grey background), the first
customer or word with parameter enters the restaurant and
chooses the first table as shown in big circle in the lower part
of restaurant . He or she draws a shared menu (shown by
rectangle) for all customers sitting in the same table and then
orders a dish (shown by small circle) which is labelled by a dis-
tinct word with distinct color in upper part of the restaurant
. Each customer only chooses one table and one dish from

the single menu corresponding to that table. The color of each
table is the same as that of the corresponding menu. Following
this way, he or she chooses a table with a distinct menu and
then draws a dish from that menu. Note that the menus in this
HCRP are associated with the topics in HPYD-LM. The menus
in restaurant are obtained from two information sources.
One is the corresponding menus from lower-order or backoff
restaurant and the other is the clustering information from
the customers in higher-order restaurant . Let denote the
number of customers in table and denote the number of
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Fig. 3. A hierarchical Chinese restaurant process for inference of HPYD-LM
from probabilitymeasure . Each customer enters a restaurant (shaded by
grey background) and chooses a table (marked big circle). The first customer
of a table draws a shared menu (marked by rectangle) for customers in the
same table. He/she orders a dish (marked by small circle) with a distinct word

in restaurant . Different menus (or tables) and dishes are displayed in dif-
ferent colors. The probability measures from backoff restaurant (shaded
by grey background) and global menus (shaded by grey background) are in-
corporated in those for menus in restaurant . There are infinite tables, menus,
and dishes in a restaurant .

customers ordering dish which is labelled by a distinct word
from menu given the context . We have ,

and . In this figure,
the first and the third tables draw the same menu . The
second and the fourth tables draw menus and ,
respectively. Let denote the number of tables that choose
menu and denote the number of dishes in menu
which are labelled by distinct word . Number of occupied
tables in restaurant is expressed by .
The metaphor of HPYD process is addressed as follows.

Given the previous customers and their table
arrangement in restaurant , the th
customer enters this restaurant and selects a table with
probability

if an occupied table is chosen
if a new table is chosen (17)

where is a strength parameter. The probability of choosing
table or the proportion of topic is proportional to number of
customers who have seated in that table. The probability of
choosing a new table is proportional to the strength parameter
. In addition, the first customer who chooses a new table,

say , should draw a menu given the previous menu
arrangement and the strength parameter

with probabilities

if an existing menu is drawn
if a new menu is drawn. (18)

This menu shall be shared for all coming customers in the same
table. Choosing a menu has a probability or a topic proportion
which is proportional to the number of tables in all restau-
rants which have chosen this menu. Parameter reflects the
likelihood of drawing a new menu. Note that different tables
may be associated with the same menu . After selecting a table
with menu , this customer further selects a dish as-

sociated with a distinct word given the previous dish arrange-
ment , the discount parameter , and the
strength parameter according to

if an ordered dish is chosen
if a new dish is chosen.

(19)

Here, ordering an existing dish, labeled by a distinct word ,
has the probability which is proportional to the number of cus-
tomers who have ordered this dish. But, the discounting

should be performed. Note that different dishes may
be associated with the same word . The probability of drawing
a new dish is determined by the number of dishes from the same
menu and the corresponding backoff probability
(determined from the backoff restaurant in the upper part
of Fig. 3) where different topics have been marginalized out.
According to this metaphor, each table is associated with a
topic or a distinct menu and each dish is associated with
an -gram for a distinct word . The arrangements of tables,
menus, and dishes are hierarchically determined from the prob-
ability measures of -grams with context to those of unigrams
with empty context .
The probability measures in HPYD process could be de-

rived from this new HCRP. First, the distribution of topics for
individual words , where

for , is implemented by referring to
Eq. (18) via drawing menus. A topic mixture model of
existing menus (or topics) and a new menu from base measure

is constructed for probability measure of word

(20)

where denotes an atom of topic mixture model for
menu . This measure , displayed in the lower part of Fig. 3,
serves as an initial backoff information or a global base measure
for topic-dependent LMs. Given the arrangements of tables

, menus , and dishes in restaurant ,
the probability measure of HPYD unigram
is then obtained by integrating the backoff prior process from
global topics or menus and the topical prior process from
different topics

(21)

The probability measures of topic-dependent unigram
and topic mixture unigram

are derived from an PY process and
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an DP by referring to Eqs. (19) and (17) for drawing
dishes and tables, respectively. Without loss of gener-
ality, the integrated unigram probability measure in
Eq. (21) is named as the Pitman-Yor-Dirichlet (PYD) process

. Following the same manner, the
probability measure of HPYD -gram is
derived by integrating the prior process from backoff context

, which is an PY process ,
and the prior process from semantic topics , which is an DP

, in a form of

(22)

by using the discount parameter and the strength parameters
and . Eq. (22) is used to draw the probability measure of

. HPYD process is accordingly
expressed by a recursive formula

(23)
Each PYD process is build by a tight combination of an PY
process and an DP by treating the PY process as a base mea-
sure for the DP. The size of topics can be flexibly expanded by
increasing the amount of training data through drawing a new
menu for a new table from a new cus-
tomer . Drawing a dish for a distinct word is per-
formed individually under a menu and conditionally with a
dish in backoff restaurant . Simply speaking, the nonpara-
metric topic-dependent -gram is determined through drawing
dish from a menu for a target word in a restaurant
of context given the menu assignment from the restaurant of
backoff context . The nonparametric topic mixture -gram
is obtained by integrating the topic-dependent -grams over dif-
ferent menus or topics with the topic proportion of a table which
is determined by the number of customers who has seated
in that table. The resulting HPYD -grams have the property
of power-law distribution with an adaptive discount
appearing in the first term of right-hand-side of Eq. (22). By
disregarding the topic information, the proposed HPYD-LM is
reduced to the HPY-LM in [2].

D. Model Inference Via Gibbs Sampling
MCMC algorithm based on Gibbs sampling is developed ac-

cording to the metaphor of HCRP. The HPYD -gram is de-
termined by calculating the predictive or marginal probability
of a test word after a context given by a set of training
data . The marginalization is performed over all latent vari-
ables including the arrangements of tables , menus

, dishes and the model parameters

(24)

which is approximated by using the -gram probability given
by samples drawn from the posterior
probability . We apply the Gibbs sampling al-
gorithm to sample tables, menus, and dishes, and keep track
of the current state of each variable of interest in the model.
This algorithm iteratively re-samples the state of each variable
given the current states of all other variables. After a sufficient
number of iterations, the states of variables in the arrangements

will converge to the required samples from the
posterior probabilities.
In the inference procedure, the discount parameter

and the strength parameters and , ,
are sampled from prior distribution or chosen by fixed
value. We need to calculate the posterior probabilities

, , and
for drawing ta-

bles, menus and dishes, respectively. Here, ,
, and , and “-” denotes

the self-exception. The posterior probability of drawing a table
for customer in a restaurant of context is similar to
that in HDP [1] which is calculated by combining the condi-
tional prior probability in Eq. (17) with a conditional likelihood
of generating

if previously occupied

(25)
The posterior probability of drawing an occupied table is pro-
portional to the number of customers except the -th customer

who choose this table. Otherwise, this probability is pro-
portional to the strength parameter . In Eq. (25), the condi-
tional likelihood of generating
is calculated under a menu or a topic given all data
samples except . This likelihood is seen as a predictive like-
lihood by marginalizing out the parameter of a prior topic
probability . The calculation is done under the previously
occupied tables in . On the other hand, the conditional like-
lihood of generating given
a new table and is calculated by integrating out
all possible menus or topics including a new topic

(26)

where is obtained by a prior den-
sity or an evidence function of given by

(27)

For the case of a new table , this customer in
restaurant should order a menu or topic which is shared for
all coming customers who will sit in this table according to the
following posterior probabilities

previously ordered

(28)
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This probability is combined with a conditional prior proba-
bility in Eq. (18) and a conditional likelihood of given an
ordered menu or that given a new
menu . Following the PYD process
in Eq. (22), we find the conditional likelihood

(29)

Next, each customer in restaurant draws a dish with a dis-
tinct word from the menu according to the probability

for an ordered dish and the probability
for a new dish

based on a backoff probability measure .
These probabilities are obtained from Eq. (19). As a result, the
probability measure for topic-dependent -gram at topic is in-
ferred and expressed by

(30)

By integrating out the topic-dependent -gram over different
topics, the probability measure of HPYD -gram is finally ob-
tained by

(31)

which is seen as a topic mixture model consisting of existing
topic-dependent -grams shown in the brackets of the first term
and a newly-generated topic mixture given in the second term.
Such solution is realized as an HDP-LDA [1] given by the base
measures which are formed by using the twisted HPY-LM [2]
with various topic information. Note that the probability mea-
sure in Eq. (31) is reduced to that of standard HPY -gram in
[2] by picking up the terms inside the brackets and then dis-
regarding the index for all the terms inside the brackets. The
lower-order model serves as a shared backoff for LM
smoothing over different topics. Notably, the predictive prob-
ability in Eq. (31) is proportional to a marginalized measure.
This measure should be normalized over all words to compute
the -gram probability. The computation load is increased by a
factor of vocabulary size.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A set of experiments are conducted to evaluate the size and
the distribution of topics from the inferred HPYD-LM. The ef-
fects of discounting scheme and power-law distribution are in-
vestigated. The performance of speech recognition using dif-
ferent models is examined.

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluated the proposed HPYD-LM by using four
databases. The NIPS and AP datasets were used to evaluate
different methods in terms of perplexity. Perplexity is used
to measure the average word branching factor of language
models. In general, the lower the perplexity is, the smaller
the source uncertainty is to achieve better language modeling.
In addition to the metric of perplexity, the WSJ and MATBN
corpora were used to evaluate the performance of continuous
speech recognition by using various LMs.
1) NIPS Dataset: The NIPS0-12 dataset contained 1740 pa-

pers with 2037 authors from the NIPS conferences (http://ar-
bylon.net/resources.htmlhttp://arbylon.net/resources.html). We
used 2,034,215 words in total with a vocabulary of 3360 words.
NIPS papers were divided into a training set with 1,830,392
words and a test set with 203,823 words.
2) AP Dataset: The Associated Press newswire (AP) 1989

dataset consisted of 84,778 documents and 1,768,742 sentences
with a vocabulary size of 16,003 words. AP dataset was parti-
tioned into a training set with 36,727,591 words and a test set
with 4,022,423 words.
3) WSJ Corpus: The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) 1987-1989

corpus contained 86 K broadcast news documents with 38M
words having a vocabulary of 5000 words. WSJ corpus was ap-
plied to evaluate the perplexity of LMs and the word error rate
(WER) (%) for continuous speech recognition. A total of 330
test sentences were sampled from the November 1992 ARPA
CSR benchmark data. The SI-84 training set was adopted to
estimate the hidden Markov model (HMM) parameters for
triphones by using the 39-dimensional Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficient (MFCC) based feature vectors. Each triphone was
modeled by three states. Each state had eight Gaussians. System
configuration was consistent with that in [15].
4) MATBN Corpus: MATBN (Mandarin Across Taiwan

Broadcast News) database contained Mandarin Chinese broad-
cast news speech data, which were shared by the Public
Television Service Foundation and collected by the Academia
Sinica, Taiwan (http://www.aclclp.org.tw/use_mat.php#matbn-
http://www.aclclp.org.tw/use_mat.php#matbn) [31], [32].
There were about 200 hours of training speech collected during
November 2001 and April 2003. Acoustic models were trained
from 25 hours of gender-balanced speech utterances of the field
reporters collected during November 2001 to December 2002.
The test set consisted of 307 utterances (45,903 characters
or 24,481 words) with 1.5 hours collected in 2003. Acoustic
modeling of Mandarin speech was referred to [32]. Chinese
LM was trained from the transcriptions of MATBN with
around 3.2M words or 4M characters where the test data were
excluded. A dictionary of 32,941 Chinese words was formed
[3]. In Mandarin speech recognition, the character error rate
(CER) (%) was evaluated [14].
The HTK tookit [33] was applied to perform HMM training

and lattice generation for continuous speech recognition. The
SRI toolkit [34] was applied to train the baseline LM based
on MKN-LM [5], [6]. The 100-best lists were generated by
using baseline LM. Various LMs were stored in standard
ARPA format LM and were employed for N-best rescoring
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and recognition. For comparative study, we carried out the
trigram LMs by using LDA-LM [14], cDC-LM [15], NN-LM
[9], RNN-LM [7], HPY-LM [2], TA-HPY-LM [30] and the
proposed HPYD-LM [17]. Following the implementation in
[14], [15], we carried out the LDA-LM by using the dynamic
marginal from LDA and established the cDC-LM by incor-
porating the online class cache into class mixture model. The
NN-LM, LDA-LM and cDC-LM were adapted or integrated
with the baseline trigrams by using the linear interpolation
scheme via an interpolation weight which was optimally se-
lected from a small set of development data in the tasks of
WSJ [15] and MATBN [31]. We implemented various numbers
of neurons, topics and classes in the parametric models based
on NN-LM, LDA-LM and cDC-LM and compared them with
the nonparametric models based on HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM
and HPYD-LM. In implementation of TA-HPY-LM, the issue
of data sparseness in estimation of topic-adapted LMs was
tackled by considering a base measure which was obtained by
linearly interpolating with a global measure across different
topic-adapted LMs [25]. The interpolation coefficient was
determined by an DP [30]. However, such an issue does not
happen in the proposed HPYD-LM because the base measure
in PYD process for the probability measure of higher-order
topic-dependent LM is driven by that of a shared
lower-order LM across different topics as shown in
Eqs. (15), (22) and (30).
In the implementation, the number of hidden neurons in

RNN-LM was set to be 300 for WSJ (120 for MATBN).
Linear interpolation scheme was further applied by combining
HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM with RNN-LM so
as to carry out the HPY-RNN-LM, TA-HPY-RNN-LM, and
HPYD-RNN-LM, respectively. The HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM,
and HPYD-LM were implemented by performing Gibbs sam-
pling with 200 iterations and 100 posterior samples of tables

, menus and dishes at each iteration. The burn-in
samples in the first 20 iterations were abandoned. Represen-
tative samples from the stationary distribution were collected.
Following the sampling of hyperparameters in [35], the dis-
count parameters were sampled from Beta
distribution with and selected in the
range [1][6] while the strength parameters
were drawn from Gamma distribution
with and selected in the range [0.5,1.5]. The strength
parameter was fixed for . The seed
strength parameter served as a prior for the number of
topics. This parameter was varied for different data size with
different degree of topic variations in training datasets. Higher
value of typically generates larger number of topics. We
used for NIPS with data size 1.8 M, for AP
with data size 36 M, for WSJ with data size 18 M, and

for MATBN with data size 3.2 M. The hyperparameters
were empirically selected by using the

development data from four databases. The computation time in
minute was measured by using the personal computer equipped
with an CPU of Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4930K@3.4GHz 6 cores
and a memory of 64G RAM. This time included all of the cal-
culations for estimation of the converged parameters in training

Fig. 4. Log likelihood over test data versus number of Gibbs iterations. NIPS
dataset is used.

procedure based on either variational inference in LDA-LM
and cDC-LM or Gibbs sampling in HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM
and HPYD-LM.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the learning curve of log likeli-

hood of using HPYD-LM over test data for the first 100 Gibbs
sampling iterations. NIPS dataset is used. We can see that, after
about 20 iterations, the HPYD-LM has converged to a higher
predictive log likelihood, which means that the generalization
using HPYD-LM improves.

B. Evaluation for the Inferred Topics
It is important to investigate the effect of the topics which are

inferred from the Gibbs sampling procedure. Based on the pro-
posed HPYD-LM, the topics are associated with the menus in
different tables while the number of tables choosing a target
menu from all contexts is used to reflect the proportion of the
corresponding topic . Fig. 5 (upper) shows the number of tables
under different menus at the five randomly selected Gibbs itera-
tions which are plotted in different colors. NIPS dataset is used.
The number of estimated topics and the perplexity of training
data are provided. Basically, different iterations produce dif-
ferent number of topics. Some few menus are dominated with
relatively high topic proportions while minor topics have small
topic proportions. This distribution coincides with the statistical
behavior of an DP. The larger the number of customers sitting
in the tables with menu , the more likely the coming customers
shall sit in those tables or the higher the proportion of topic
is obtained. Fig. 5 (lower) displays the number of customers

in all tables choosing menu in all con-
texts . This number is equivalent to the number of customers
who have chosen the dishes for all words from the
menu in all contexts . From the distributions of upper and
lower figures, we find that the number of customers or-
dering dishes from the menu is proportional to the number
of tables choosing the menu . This is meaningful because
the probability of ordering dishes from a menu is compa-
rable with that of choosing a menu for tables. The higher the
menu is selected for different tables, the more customers shall
order the dishes from this menu for different -gram contexts
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Fig. 5. Number of tables (upper) and number of customers (lower) under dif-
ferent menus (or topics) and different Gibbs iterations. Number of the estimated
topics and perplexity of training data are shown. NIPS dataset is used.

Fig. 6. Perplexity of training data and number of the estimated topics under
different Gibbs iterations. NIPS dataset is used.

. Fig. 6 displays the perplexity of training data and the
number of the estimated topics for different Gibbs iterations in
the inference procedure of HPYD-LM. NIPS dataset is evalu-
ated. Perplexity and topic size are varied at different iterations.
In this evaluation, the average perplexity is 181 and the average
number of topics is eight over all Gibbs iterations by using NIPS
dataset. Using the AP dataset, the number of the estimated topics
is 80. In general, the number of the estimated topics properly
reflects the size and the heterogeneity of underlying topics in
different datasets.
In addition, WSJ is included in evaluation of the inferred

topics. Fig. 7 (left) shows the number of tables or the topic
proportion under different topics at the five randomly chosen
Gibbs iterations which are displayed in different colors. The
number of estimated topics and the perplexity of training data
are given. The average perplexity is measured by 154 and the
average number of topics is obtained by 60 over all Gibbs iter-
ations in inference of HPYD-LM. Table I lists the top ten fre-
quent words from the three and five topics which are inferred
from NIPS and WSJ datasets, respectively. We can see that

the frequent words or the topic words under a particular topic
are semantically close to each other. These topic words allow
us to overview the aspects of the target domain from training
data. The topic words with similar semantics are used to char-
acterize the co-occurrences of latent meanings in the collected
documents. HPYD-LM captures the topic information of neural
model, algorithm and experiment which characterize the themes
in NIPS papers. In WSJ dataset, the topics of government, eco-
nomics, law, trading and airline, and their topic words are iden-
tified from broadcast news documents.

C. Evaluation for Power-Law Property
The power-law property is a mathematical relationship be-

tween two quantities. When the frequency of an event varies as
a power of some attribute of that event (e.g. its size), this fre-
quency is said to follow the power-law property. PY process
was illustrated to generate the samples in power-law distribu-
tion [22] where many unique words occur but most of them
have very few occurrences. Fig. 7 (right) shows the number
of customers or words for the five selected topics

from WSJ dataset versus different trigram con-
texts which are displayed in log scale. These five topics
are indexed in accordance with those in Table I. We find that the
number of unique trigrams is seen as a log linear function of dif-
ferent topic-dependent trigrams. This reflects the rich-get-richer
and poor-get-poorer property for natural language.
Fig. 8 (upper) further illustrates the average discount

over the number of occurrences or dishes of
different trigram contexts for three topics .
The count of trigrams is displayed in log scale. For a distinct
word type , the higher the number of dishes is counted,
the more popular the word occurs after context and so
the larger the discount value is used. The quantity of average
discount determines if the word is popular or rare. The adap-
tive discount scheme in HPYD-LM is different from using
three fixed discounts in MKN-LM which is given in Eq. (3).
Fig. 8 (lower) shows the counts over different trigram counts.
This count is large when the trigrams happen rarely and is
small when trigrams happen frequently. Obviously, there are
many rare words and few frequent words in WSJ corpus. This
again demonstrates the power-law distribution for different
topic-dependent -grams. A long-tailed distribution is seen
in the count of the counts of trigrams. In what follows, we
compare the proposed HPYD-LM and other related LMs in
terms of perplexity and word error rate.

D. Evaluation for Model Perplexity, Word Error Rate, and
Training Time
Fig. 9 compares the perplexity of test data by using

MKN-LM, LDA-LM, cDC-LM, HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM
and the proposed HPYD-LM. The results on NIPS, AP and
MATBN datasets are shown. Number of the estimated topics
using HPYD-LM is around 25. In this comparison, the number
of topics or classes in LDA-LM, cDC-LM, and TA-HPY-LM
is set to be comparable with the estimated number of topics in
HPYD-LM for different datasets. In most cases, the nonpara-
metric methods using HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM
perform better than the parametric methods using LDA-LM
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Fig. 7. (Left) Number of tables under different topics and Gibbs iterations. Number of the estimated topics and perplexity of training data are shown. (Right)
Number of customers of five selected topics are displayed under different -gram indices in log scale. WSJ dataset is used.

TABLE I
TOPIC WORDS UNDER DIFFERENT TOPICS (INDEXED IN PARENTHESES) IN NIPS AND WSJ DATASETS

and cDC-LM. HPYD-LM performs very well on different
datasets. Basically, HPYD-LM obtains lower perplexity than
other methods for the application domains of conference papers
in NIPS and broadcast news in AP and MATBN where a variety
of latent topics are present. TA-HPY-LM conducts the hard
clustering and unsupervised adaptation with a fixed number
of topics while HPYD-LM is designed as a topic mixture LM
where topic information is learnt through an unsupervised
and nonparametric approach. Applications in technical papers
and broadcast news work well for both methods. HPYD-LM
achieves lower perplexity than TA-HPY-LM.
Fig. 10 compares the perplexity of test data by using different

methods. We use WSJ corpus which consists of broadcast
news. The MKN-LM, NN-LM, LDA-LM, cDC-LM, HPY-LM,
TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM are included for comparison.
In the implementation, we build the NN-LM with different
numbers of neurons in the first ( ) and the second ( )
hidden layers [9], [15]. The NN-LMs with three choices of
and , the LDA-LM and cDC-LM with different number of
topics and classes , and the TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM
with 60 inferred topics are included for comparison. We find
that LDA-LM and cDC-LM reduce the perplexity by increasing
number of topics . The selection of 150 topics is suitable. The
NN-LM with different number of neurons performs better than
baseline MKN-LM but worse than LDA-LM and cDC-LM in
case of . The selection of and

is fine for NN-LM. In most cases, HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM and
HPYD-LM work better than NN-LM, LDA-LM and cDC-LM.
TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM could properly catch the diversity
of topics in WSJ.
Table II conducts the comparison of perplexity andWER (%)

with some other methods including RNN-LM, HPY-RNN-LM,
TA-HPY-RNN-LM and HPYD-RNN-LM. In this comparison,
the number of topics in LDA-LM and cDC-LM is fixed to be
150. WSJ corpus is used. It is found that RNN-LM obtains
lower perplexity than HPY-LM but higher perplexity than
HPYD-LM. The linear interpolation methods of combining
HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM with RNN-LM are
better than three individual methods. HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM
and HPYD-LM are complimentary with RNN-LM and are
helpful in system combination. This table also shows the
comparison of WERs (%) by using different methods in-
cluding baseline MKN-LM, LDA-LM, cDC-LM, RNN-LM,
HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM, HPYD-LM, HPY-RNN-LM,
TA-HPY-RNN-LM and HPYD-RNN-LM. The WSJ corpus
is applied to evaluate the performance of continuous speech
recognition. In this evaluation, the parametric topic-based LM
based on cDC-LM (5.01%) performs better than MKN-LM
(5.38%), LDA-LM (5.23%) and HPY-LM (5.16%) but worse
than RNN-LM (4.93%). RNN-LM works well in terms of
WER. Using TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM, the WER is further
reduced to 4.90% and 4.82%, respectively. Topic information in
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Fig. 8. Average discount (upper) and count of -gram counts (lower) as a function of -gram counts in log scale for the selected three topics from WSJ dataset.

Fig. 9. Comparison of perplexity of test data by using different LMs. NIPS,
AP and MATBN datasets are used.

Fig. 10. Comparison of perplexity of test data by using different LMs. NN-LM
under different number of neurons and LDA-LM and cDC-LM under different
number of topics and classes are compared. WSJ dataset is used.

parametric model using cDC-LM and in nonparametric model
using TA-HPY-LM and HPYD-LM helps speech recognition
performance. Furthermore, the WERs are reduced by using the
linearly-interpolated LMs including HPY-RNN-LM (4.90%),
TA-HPY-RNN-LM (4.83%) and HPYD-RNN-LM (4.77%).

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PERPLEXITY AND WORD ERROR RATE (%) BY

USING DIFFERENT LMS. WSJ DATASET IS USED

The recognition performance is improved by combining the
complimentary LMs.
Table III reports the training time (in minute), perplexity

and character error rate (%) for different individual and hybrid
LMs by using MATBN dataset with a dictionary of 33 K
words. The baseline MKN-LM is very efficient in terms of
computation time. The stochastic inference based on Gibbs
sampling (HPY-LM, TA-HPY-LM, and HPYD-LM) is more
computationally expensive than the deterministic inference
based on variational Bayesian (LDA-LM and cDC-LM) or
cross entropy training (RNN-LM). HPYD-LM requires the
highest computation cost due to the compound process of PY
and DP. The computation time of hybrid LMs is integrated
from individual LMs. However, when comparing different
LMs in terms of perplexity and CER, it is found that nonpara-
metric topic-based LMs are better than traditional parametric
topic-based LMs. The reasons are twofold. Stochastic inference
generally provides more exact solution than deterministic
inference. The adaptive discounting helps the integration of
lower-order model with higher-order model. The consistent
improvement is obtained by using HYPD-LM over the other
methods and hybrid LMs over individual LMs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an Bayesian topic-based -gram model
from Bayesian nonparametric point of view. This model is
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF TRAINING TIME (MINUTE), PERPLEXITY, AND CHARACTER
ERROR RATE (%) BY USING DIFFERENT LMS. MATBN DATASET IS USED

essentially an HDP-LDA where the base measure is not multi-
nomial, but a twisted hierarchical Pitman-Yor -gram LM.
The HPYD-LM was proposed on the basis of a new random
process which combined an PY process for constructing the
topic-dependent smoothed LMs and an DP for integrating these
LMs into a topic mixture model. A hybrid LM was established
by applying the Pitman-Yor-Dirichlet process where the PY
process was treated as a prior base measure for the DP. The
lower-order backoff LM served as the prior base measure of
the PY process. The HPYD process was developed through a
hierarchical integration from lower-order LM to higher-order
LM and from single topic LM to topic mixture LM. The
predictive -grams were not only marginalized over prior
process of backoff contexts but also that of semantic topics.
A new hierarchical Chinese restaurant process was developed
to implement the HPYD-LM which met the properties of
power-law distribution and topic mixture distribution. The
topic proportion was proportional to the number of customers
sitting in the tables drawing the same menu. The -gram count
was reflected by the number of customers ordering the dishes
which were labeled by the distinct -gram event and came
from a specific menu (or topic). The menus in a restaurant
were integrated by the corresponding menus in the lower-order
backoff restaurant and the clustering information from the
customers in higher-order restaurant. All of the -gram counts
from different menus were adaptively discounted and finally
merged in a nonparametric topic mixture LM. The topics were
automatically generated through choosing the new tables and
the new menus. The flexible number of inferred topics was de-
termined. The posterior probabilities of drawing tables, menus
and dishes were derived for BNP learning based on the Gibbs
sampling procedure. This procedure was applied to infer the
HPYD-LM parameters. In the experiments, the analyze of the
inferred topics was conducted. The power-law behavior in the
estimated topic-dependent LMs was illustrated. The proposed
HPYD-LM performed better than other methods in terms of
model perplexity and word error rate. The combined model
using RNN-LM and HPYD-LM could further improve system
performance. Future work shall investigate the alternative
inference procedure for rapid LM training.
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